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theoretical conflicts may not only be reflected on the response selection level (C-cluster), but 197 also on the stimulus-processing level (S-cluster) . It is therefore 198 possible that conflicts may not only be seen in the C-cluster, but also be reflected in the S-199 cluster. For these reasons, we decided to quantify these two ERPs in both the S-cluster and the 200 C-cluster. 201 As to the functional neuroanatomical structures associated with these modulations, medial cluster have also been shown to be associated with inferior parietal areas. Here, especially the 206 temporo-parietal junction (TPJ) seems to be important (Chmielewski et al., 2018; Wolff et al., 207 2018, 2017). This seems reasonable since the TPJ has been suggested to support the initiation 208 of appropriate actions by using sensory information to update internal representations of the 209 environmental context (Geng and Vossel, 2013) . Thus, modulations related to distractor-210 response binding may occur in inferior parietal areas; alongside modulations in frontal areas. Ethical approval was granted by the local Ethics Committee of the TU Dresden, Germany. N 220 = 27 participants (16 females, 11 males) with a mean age of 23.85 ± 0.49 years were 221 ultimately included in statistical analyses, as there were three exclusions from the initial 222 sample: One participant was excluded due to suspected depression, as indicated by a score of 223 23 in Beck's Depression Inventory (BDI, Beck, 1961) . Two more participants were excluded 224 because of performance accuracy close to chance level (i.e., below 55 %) in at least one 225 experimental condition. (2014) . Each trial started with a 500 ms presentation of a central white fixation cross on a black 235 screen, followed by a centrally presented prime array of five letters. This was presented until a 236 button was pressed in response to the red target letters, or 1500 ms had elapsed (in case no 237 response was given). A central white fixation cross was again presented for 500 ms, followed by 238 a centrally presented probe array of five letters. The probe array was either terminated by a 239 button press in response to the red target letters, or ended after 1500 ms. The inter-trial interval 240 (ITI) randomly varied between 700 and 1100 ms. In the bottom of this graph, examples of probe 241 arrays are shown for each combination of conditions with respect to the depicted prime array 242 ("F J F J F"). Based on whether the target and/or distractor stimulus were repeated or changed 243 between prime and probe, six different combinations of conditions were differentiated. 244 Regarding the required response, there were response repetition when the target stimulus was 245 identical (RRi), response repetition when the target stimulus differed (RR), and response change 246 (RC). Regarding the distractor stimuli, there were distractor repetition (DR) and distractor 247 change (DC). 248 
249
The task was performed on a 17 inch TFT monitor with a standard QWERTZ keyboard using 250 Presentation ® software (Version 16.5, Neurobehavioral Systems, Inc., Berkeley, CA, 251 www.neurobs.com). Each trial started with the presentation of a central white fixation cross 252 on a black background for 500 ms, followed by a centrally presented prime array consisting of 253 five letters. The presentation of the prime array was terminated by either a key press or after 254 1500 ms (in case no response was given). A central white fixation cross was again displayed 255 for 500 ms. Whenever the prime response was either incorrect or missed, an additional visual 256 feedback (the German word for "error") was presented for 500 ms. Next, the probe array, 257 which also consisted of five centrally presented letters, was displayed. The presentation of the 258 probe array was terminated by either a key press or after 1500 ms (in case no response was 259 given). Whenever the probe response was either incorrect or missed, an additional visual 260 feedback (the German word for "error") was presented for 500 ms. The inter-trial interval 261 (ITI) was jittered between 700 and 1100 ms. Eight letter stimuli (S, D, F, G, H, J, K, L) were 262 divided into four groups of two letters each and assigned to a response button. Specifically, S 263 and D required a left middle finger response on the left ctrl key, F and G required a left index 264 finger response on the left alt key, H and J required a right index finger response on the right 265 win key, and K and L required a right middle finger response on the right ctrl key. Target 266 letter stimuli were presented in red color, while distractor letter stimuli were presented in 267 green color. Target and distractor stimuli were centrally displayed in an alternating horizontal 268 array of five letters. Specifically, each target letter was displayed twice and framed by three 269 identical distractor letters (e.g., the array would be "F J F J F" when "J" was the red target 270 stimulus and "F" was the green distractor stimulus). Of note, target and distractor stimuli were 271 never identical and never associated with the same response button. This means that they were 272 always mapped to different responses in each prime / probe array. Participants were instructed 273 to respond as quickly and as accurately as possible to the red target letter by pressing the 274 corresponding key once and ignore the green distractor letters. Each trial required a first 275 response to the prime array and a second response to the following probe array. Based on 276 whether the target and/or distractor stimulus were repeated or changed between prime and 277 probe, six different combinations of conditions were differentiated. With respect to the 278 required response, we distinguished between the repetition of the response button when the 279 target stimulus was identical for both prime and probe (RRi), the repetition of the response 280 button when the target stimulus differed between prime and probe (RR), and the change of the 281 response button (RC). In this context, please note that thy hypothetical fourth response 282 condition (change of response button when the target stimulus was identical), is practically 283 impossible to carry out when one wants to maintain target-response binding. This is why the 284 employed combinations of target and response were subsumed in just one variable, instead of 285 two separate variables. With respect to the distractor stimuli, we further distinguished 286 between distractor repetition (DR) and distractor change (DC) between prime and probe. All 287 combinations of conditions are illustrated in Figure 1 .
288
The task comprised a total of 576 trials, which were divided into six equally sized blocks, 289 with pauses offered in between. Importantly, each combination of conditions was equally 290 frequent. Likewise, each probe target, as well as its combination with each possible probe 291 distractor was equally likely in each of the conditions. In all DR trials, prime and probe 292 distractors were identical. In all DC trials, the prime distractor was randomly chosen from the 293 other response categories (e.g., when the probe distractor was the letter "S", the prime 294 distractor could not be the letter "S" or "D"). Likewise, the prime target stimulus was 295 randomly chosen from the other response categories in the RC condition. Participants 296 performed 30 practice trials before the task started and took approximately 40 minutes to 297 complete the experiment. BrainCap Fast'n Easy sub-inion model EEG caps). Electrode Fpz was used as the reference 303 electrode, while the ground electrode was located at coordinates θ = 58, φ = 78. Impedances 304 were kept below 5 kΩ during recording. A QuickAmp amplifier and BrainVision Recorder 305 software (both Brain Products Inc.) were used to record the EEG signal with a temporal 306 resolution of 500 Hz during task performance. After recording, the EEG data were 307 preprocessed using BrainVision Analyzer software (Brain Products Inc.). First, the data were 308 down-sampled to 256 Hz and band-pass filtered between 0.5 and 20 Hz with a notch at 50 Hz 309 (IIR filter with a slope of 48 dB/oct each). An average reference was then applied. In a first 310 raw data inspection, rare and pronounced technical artefacts, as well as pauses were manually 311 removed. Regular artefacts like eye blinks, eye movements, and ECG artifacts, were 312 identified and removed by an independent component analysis (ICA; Infomax algorithm).
313
Residual rare artifacts were manually removed in another raw data inspection step. Then, 314 separate stimulus-locked segments were formed for each condition. Specifically, the segments 315 were locked to the probe and included only trials with correct prime and probe responses. All 316 segments started -250 ms before the probe target stimulus onset and ended 1500 ms 317 afterwards. To make sure no artefacts were missed during the manual inspection, we applied 318 an automatic artefact rejection procedure that kept only segments fulfilling the following 319 criteria: minimal allowed amplitude of -100 µV, maximal allowed amplitude of 100 µV, and 320 lowest allowed activity of 0.5 µV in a 100 ms interval. In a next step, the segments underwent 321 a current source density (CSD) transformation in order to eliminate the reference potential 322 (Perrin et al., 1989). Furthermore, this procedure also serves as a spatial filter, which helps to 323 identify electrodes that best reflect activity related to cognitive processes by accentuating quantified peaks were still rather broad, we decided to quantify peak amplitudes with the help 371 of the area under the curve. In order to be able to compare the amplitude differences between 372 all conditions, it is essential to keep the time dimensions consistent for all conditions because 373 amplitudes were assessed as areas under the curve, which increase in value with increasing 374 quantification time intervals. This is even more the case in this study, as there was a latency 375 shift over the different conditions in the decomposed EEG signal (for instance, participants 376 responded faster in easier RRi-DR trials than in more difficult RC-DR trials). For this reason, and time windows used for quantification in each cluster are given in Table 1 in the MNI brain (www.unizh.ch/keyinst/NewLORETA/sLORETA/sLORETA.htm).
405
Activations shown in the brain represent critical t-values corrected for multiple comparisons. For the descriptive statistics, the mean and the standard error of the mean (SEM) are given.
409
For probe correct response times (RTs) and probe accuracy, only trials in which participants 410 responded correctly to both the prime and the probe were included in the statistical analyses.
411
For probe error rate, only trials in which participants responded correctly to the prime but order to investigate whether the null or the alternative hypothesis were more likely to be true, 426 given the obtained data. A resulting value of P BIC (Hi|D) between 0.50 and 0.75 is regarded as 427 weak evidence for a given hypothesis, a value between 0.75 and 0.95 is regarded as positive 428 evidence, a value between 0.95 and 0.99 is regarded as strong evidence, and a value above 429 0.99 is regarded as very strong evidence, as suggested by Raftery (1995) . In case of positive 430 evidence for a given hypothesis (P(Hi|D) ≥ 0.75), we further conducted exploratory post hoc 431 analyses.
432
Lastly, we carried out post-hoc power analyses using the G*Power software package ( .641) revealed faster response times in DR trials (598 ms ± 12) than in DC trials (617 ms ± 466 12). Importantly, an interaction of response x distractor was obtained (F (2,52) = 4.76; p = .023; 467 = .155). The post hoc power analysis for the obtained effect size yielded a power > 95 %.
468
Post hoc paired t-tests revealed that DR yielded significantly faster responses than DC in RRi The neurophysiological interaction effects are summarized in Table 3 . For a corresponding 529 summary and discussion of the main effects of response and distractor repetition on a 530 neurophysiological level, please refer to the supplementary information. µV/ms ± 58) (t (26) = |2.07|; p = .048) and RRi trials (-36 µV/ms ± 56) (t (26) = |2.31|; p = .029).
574
RRi and RR trials did not differ significantly from each other (t (26) = |.89|; p = .383). We 
R-Cluster 642
In the R-cluster, we quantified the amplitude of the R-LRP at electrodes FC1/2 by quantifying 643 the area under the curve within a 250 ms long time window starting between 295 ms and 530 644 ms. Of note, we had to use different time windows due to condition-associated shifts in the 645 quantified peaks, but all quantification time windows were equally long to avoid biasing the 646 measure. The R-LRP is shown in Figure 5 . Colzato, 2004) . In the case of response repetition, the re-activated event file facilitates 710 effective responding because the re-activated response matches the current stimulus set and 711 task requirements. In case of response change, however, the re-activated response mismatches 712 the current stimulus set and task requirements. This causes a conflict requiring a time-713 consuming rearrangement of the event file (Colzato et al., 2006; Hommel and Colzato, 2004) .
714
Importantly, this is also in line with previous studies investigating stimulus-response (S-R) 715 bindings using a different task (Petruo et al., 2016; Stock et al., 2019) . These studies also 716 found that the behavioral performance improved in the response repetition condition and 717 declined in the response change condition when more stimulus features were shared between 718 two successive stimuli bound in the same event file. However, these studies did unfortunately 719 not allow to investigate the neurophysiological underpinnings of the differences between 720 target and distractor processing because stimulus features, and not distinct stimuli, were used 721 as target and distractor. Taking a closer look, we found distractor repetition to be most 722 beneficial when the target stimulus was also repeated. In case the target stimulus changed, 723 distractor effects were smaller, irrespective of whether the correct response also changed.
724
Hence, the size of the distractor repetition effect is mainly determined by target repetition, not 
750
We did not only find our hypotheses on the association between RIDE clusters and theoretical 751 TEC concepts confirmed, we also found the C-cluster effect in a conflict-associated 
800
Thus, it seems reasonable that the lack of evidence for distractor-response binding is not as 801 obvious at the stimulus processing level than at the response processing level. Finding the 802 distractor-response interaction exclusively in the C-cluster (i.e., not in the S-or R-cluster), is 803 well in line with the TEC prediction that stimulus-response binding is only established in the 804 event file, but not in the object or action file. This may be interpreted as evidence that the 805 object and action file are themselves not modified during the binding process (Hommel, 806 2004 ). Yet, it should, of course, be kept in mind that object and action files are linked in the 807 event file (Hommel, 2009 (Hommel, , 2005 . Previous findings have already demonstrated that 808 decomposing the EEG signal with temporal decomposition methods allows one to distinguish On average, 29 trials were affected by negative priming, which occurs when the previous 817 distractor becomes the target in the probe trial in the RC-DC condition of our paradigm.
818
During EEG preprocessing, we would have lost several of these trials due to artefact rejection, 819 resulting in insufficient trials numbers for reliable ERP analyses with an acceptable signal-to-820 noise-ratio. Therefore, it would have made no sense to analyze the data on the 821 neurophysiological level without risking to produce false positive or false negative results.
822
We hence refrained from investigating or controlling for negative priming, but it would 823 certainly be interesting to investigate this in future studies with a new or adjusted paradigm. In short, we applied temporal EEG signal decomposition (RIDE) to identify 827 neurophysiological markers of distractor-response binding within the theoretical framework 828 of the TEC. To appropriately account for TEC, it is essential to isolate binding processes that 829 occur in event files from stimulus-related processes in object files and response-related 830 processes in action files. We show that distractor-response binding is exclusively evident in 831 the event file, as reflected by the N450 time window of the C-cluster. This modulation was 832 associated with brain regions that are involved in updating internal representations of a 833 current context alongside brain regions that are involved in conflict resolution processes. Our 834 results do not only suggest that RIDE can be used to isolate binding processes in the EEG 835 signal, they also suggest that RIDE decomposition matches the predictions of the TEC. That 836 is, distractor-response bindings are established in event files, but not in object or action files.
837
The results show how cognitive-theoretical frameworks, such as the TEC, can be directly 838 mapped to underlying neurophysiological processes using EEG signal decomposition. 
